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Abstract: With the advent of the Internet era, the system design concept continues to 

promote the development of software technology, and the distributed system development 

technology has made a qualitative leap, which improves the productivity of developers and 

provides convenience for producers. The purpose of this paper is to research distributed 

system development methods and supporting tools based on Web Services. The 

sub-process of Web Service component development and the deployment of Aspire 

Extension platform are analyzed. The supporting tools required by the distributed system 

of Web Service application development are presented. Taking the Haitao distributed 

system as an example, the implementation of the function design of the extension platform 

and each development process is verified, and through the performance analysis of whether 

the Haitao extension instance developed based on the extension platform is developed, the 

Haitao in two modes is analyzed. The difference between the browser and the browser 

memory of the extension is the starting point, and the performance improvement of the 

extension application by the extension development platform is verified and expounded. 

1. Introduction 

The emergence of the distributed system based on Web Service can solve the high maintenance 

cost of the client/server system, especially when the client is in different regions, because it allows 

different users to obtain the same user experience. There are differences due to different intellectual 

property rights [1-2]. Furthermore, it can increase the scalability of the client/server structure [3]. 

From a reusability perspective, a distributed architecture based on web services is preferable to a 

server-side architecture. Distributed architecture can force software developers to write enterprise 

logic in the form of enterprise objects, allowing the operating system or other programs to reuse 

these enterprise objects, which is good for software developers and customer service, and can also 
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reduce system maintenance costs [4-5]. 

In fact, from the different signs of software development, distributed architecture has become an 

inevitable trend [6]. Kane M B introduced a distributed hydraulic control architecture with scalable 

computation and resilience to component failures in the network and physical domains. In this 

agent-based control system, an agent is defined as a set of co-located components in the cyber and 

physical domains that share sensations, actions, and/or goals. The proposed architecture consists of 

three types of agents: pumps, valves, and loads. These agents solve the convex constraint 

satisfaction problem, the steady-state mixed control problem, and the scalar bilinear model 

predictive control problem [7], respectively. Starikov A proposed the modern concept of Virtual 

Furniture Design Bureau (VFDB). In order to efficiently develop distributed projects in the 

multi-agent environment of VFDB, it is necessary to use a management system that ensures the 

coordination of the work of project participants, monitors the current status of the project, informs 

the project PARTICIPANTS VARIOUS SITUATIONS IN PROJECT WORK A feature of this 

control system is its invariance, i.e. independence from the design tools used in project work, and its 

possibility to dynamically adjust to the specific structure of the design process [8]. 

The Web services-based distributed system development approach in this paper plays a leading 

role in the development of service-based applications. The user program created based on this 

method has good flexibility, good reusability and good optimization. It is also based on open 

standards and supports dynamic integration between many types of users and applications. The 

partition processor algorithm is mainly used to allocate the number of processes to the data 

processing stream. However, when many applicants access the service, the server hosting the 

service remains a big challenge. 

2. Research on Development Method and Support Tools of Distributed System Based on Web 

Service 

2.1. Distributed System 

The definition of a distributed system is mainly based on the characteristics of such systems, that 

is, a distributed system is a computer system with many interconnected resources that can work 

together to perform common tasks, relying on at least one centralized system. Terms like data and 

hardware. In the development process of distributed computing, for the software system of the 

application system, according to the number of layers between users, the application system can be 

divided into one-layer, multi-layer, three-layer or multi-layer software. Interface and background 

data [9-10]. 

In a two-tier system, if the business intelligence is placed on the client, the client layer is often 

very troublesome, and it will also bring a lot of trouble to routine maintenance and system function 

upgrades. If business intelligence is placed at the server level, it is often difficult to implement the 

complex logic of the application in the database system [11-12]. Therefore, in a three-layer or 

multi-layer approach, business logic is extracted separately, and one or more layers are created in 

the middle to form a true distributed application [13]. 

2.2. Web Service Component Development Sub-process 

The sub-process of Web Services component development is mainly represented by the Web 

Services component development life cycle [14]. The development life cycle consists of these four 

phases [15]. 
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Build: The build phase of the life cycle consists of developing and testing the web service 

implementation [16]. 

Deployment: A deployment manager publishes definitions of service interfaces and service 

implementations to a service requester or service registry (Web Component Services Library) and 

deploys the web service to a runtime environment (usually a web application server) [17]. 

Running: During the running phase, Web Services can be invoked. 

Administration: The administration phase includes the ongoing administration and operation of 

the Web Services application [18]. 

2.3. Aspire Extension Extension Platform Deployment 

Based on the Aspire Extension adaptive browser extension high-performance extension 

development platform, the environment construction for extension development is mainly divided 

into three steps: Node local service deployment, Web extension application development directory 

construction, and IDE development environment installation. 

(1) Node local service deployment. When the third chapter introduces the design and 

implementation of the back-end service of the adaptive browser extension development platform, 

the creation process of the Node service is described in detail. Web application developers, when 

developing extensions based on Aspire Extension, the first thing to do is to download the Aspire 

Extension extension development platform toolkit. In order to enable the Node background service 

to provide more powerful and convenient services, we also need to introduce third-party module 

packages such as grunt through the NPM package manager to execute npminstall Node will 

automatically introduce third-party packages according to the module directory in the dependencies 

in the package.json document. Modules, or developers can add third-party modules with arbitrary 

functions through npminstall+module identifier. 

(2) The construction of the Web extension development directory. After the Node local service is 

deployed, take development under the Windows platform as an example, open the Windows 

command line window, and switch to the Node local service resource directory, (for example, 

execute the command: cddesktop/Aspire Extension to switch to The resource directory stored on the 

desktop), execute the nodecreate.js command to create the development directory. 

(3) Install the IDE development environment. The development environment here is Web Storm 

(developers can also choose their own familiar IDE environment). WebStorm is a lightweight and 

powerful Javascript IDE developed by JetBrains, which is used for web application development. It 

provides a powerful client-side development environment and a Node.js-based server-side 

environment. The installation of Webstorm is very simple. Go to the jetBrain official website, 

download the latest version, and unzip it to any location. 

3. Investigation and Research on Web Service-based Distributed System Development 

Methods and Support Tools 

3.1. Distributed System Support Tools for Web Service Application Development 

Any software engineering method, especially the component-based software development 

method, is inseparable from the support of tools and environments. The development process and 

development method of enterprise application system based on Web Service architecture also 

inevitably needs the support of a series of tools and information bases. These tools and information 

bases are integrated according to the ideas of data integration, control integration, expression 
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integration and process integration., the software engineering environment of distributed system can 

be formed. The distributed system environment that supports the development of enterprise 

application systems based on Web Service architecture should have the following basic capabilities: 

(l) Support requirements modeling; 

(2) Support framework modeling and component assembly; 

(3) Support the automatic generation of documents; 

(4) Support the whole life cycle management of Web Service; 

(5) Support basic management activities such as project management, configuration and change 

management, and quality management. 

3.2. Componentized Development 

A component-based development approach based on modular systems, structured design, and 

sound-based technology development. In component-based software development, the application 

system is composed of some general and specific standard components, which can be obtained 

through procurement, customization or self-development. Specific steps are as follows: 

Custom manufacturing development is done through architectural requirement declarations, 

which can be understood as custom components. 

Purchasing common core components or business components according to the requirements of 

the architecture is the development of common components. 

Extract, modify and package fully reusable components from existing systems or component 

libraries. 

3.3. System Stream Data Processing Task Assignment 

After the system clarifies the current resource status, the system mainly allocates the number of 

processes for the current stream data processing task through the Assign Processors algorithm. The 

Assign Processors algorithm mainly passes: 

)...3,2,1(1/ nik iii  
                      

(l) 

That is, the arrival rate of the current node data is divided by the processing rate of the current 

node and added by one to calculate the number of processes required by each node. And compare 

the maximum number of resources Kmax that the current system can provide, if: 

max1
Kk

n

i                             
(2) 

It means that the currently required resources exceed the system load and an exception is thrown. 

4. System Example of Distributed System Development Method Based on Web Service 

4.1. System Analysis 

The system adopts a three-tier distributed computing architecture, and the first-tier client is the 

interface between the user and the entire system. Client applications may be limited to common 

browser software, such as Microsoft's IE, etc. The program has interactive features that allow users 

to enter information and submit in the background, submitting performance requests. The secondary 

web server will start the corresponding process to respond to the request, and can generate a string 
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of HTML/DHTML code, process the result and return it to the client's browser. If the request from 

the client can access the data, then the web server must also complete this process with the tertiary 

data server. The structural frame is shown in Figure 1: 

 

Figure 1. Three-tier distributed computing architecture 

4.2. Web Extension Front-end Performance Optimization 

When testing and analyzing, we provide six functions such as real-time exchange rate, historical 

price, size change, express information, discount information, and operation prompts according to 

the Haitao extension, and divide the extension into six function points., the Haitao extension counts 

the changes in memory usage, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Changes in memory usage 

Extension 

type 

Real time 

exchange 

rates 

Historical 

price 

Size 

change 

Express 

information 

Discount 

information 

Operation 

tips 

Normal 

extension 
12875 15317 12796 16842 16437 15428 

Platform 

extension 
8530 7975 7428 10214 7952 13274 

Client: Web Browser 

Application Server: JSP, EJB, JDBC, IMS, Web 

Database: 
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Figure 2. Six function point memory 

Function 1 to function 6 in Figure 2 respectively represent the real-time exchange rate of Haitao 

Assistant, historical price, size change, express information, preferential information, and operation 

prompts for six function function points. Type-1 means that when the development system is not 

developed based on the Aspire Extension extension, when the Haitao extension is running inside the 

browser, as the user interacts with the extension function, the extension's memory space occupation 

of the browser changes. Type-2 means that when the development system is developed based on the 

Aspire Extension extension, when the Haitao extension runs inside the browser, as the user interacts 

with the extension function, the amount of memory space occupied by the extension on the browser 

changes. 

Through comparison, it is not difficult to find that Aspire Extension introduces AMD module 

dependency loading and MVC program architecture into Web application development through 

AngularJS, RequireJS and other front-end development frameworks, thereby helping developers 

develop faster and better high-performance Web applications Extended application. 

5. Conclusion 

The theoretical research results of this paper are mainly reflected in the definition of distributed 

system architecture based on Web Service architecture, and the development process of Haitao 

system based on Web Service architecture. A preliminary attempt at research. On the basis of 

sufficient practice, this paper summarizes the main contents of the distributed Web Service 

application system development support environment; these works are an indispensable and 

effective part of the methodological research of this paper. The method used in this paper is 

informal, and the formal constraints have the advantages of ensuring the verifiability of the system, 

and the work in this area needs to be strengthened in future research. Therefore, the aspect-based 

software development method, as a new brand of software development, needs to be extended to 
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many fields such as methods, technologies, tools, etc. to meet the needs of development, and there 

is still a lot of work to be done. 
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